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Starting place: Outside the Dreynor estate, talk to Veronica. Reward: 4 quest points. 300 coins. Required objects: No. Requirements: No. 1.- Talk to Veronica at the entrance to the mansion in Drainore. She'll tell you that Ernest was in the house and he hasn't come out yet, you'll suggest you find Ernest. 2. - Enter the mansion and go to
the top floor, you will find Professor Oddenstein. Ask him about Ernest and I'll tell you that he turned it into a chicken... But if you help him repair his car, he can change Ernest in his normal form. To repair the car you will be asked: an oil cork, a rubber tube and a pressure sensor. 3.- Getting oil can: go back to the first floor and walk to the
western room where the bookstore, click on the bookstore, and you will find a secret pass to the room immediately, go down the stairs to the basement. You will find a small maze, follow these steps: Move the levers A and B, open the door NORTH-EAST. Move D, Open Gate SOUTH-WEST, then the south gate. Move A and B again,
Open NORTH-WEST Gate, Open WEST, and then NORTH. Move F and E, open the door to EAST and then EAST door again. Move C, open the gates of NORTH West. Open the WEST gate. Move E. Open the EAST Gate, open the SOUTH Gate and head south again. Now the door where Oil can open, come and take it and get out of
the basement down the stairs you came inches 4.- Rubber tube: once outside the basement move the lever to pass through the bookster, go to the EAST room and grab the shovel (spade) that is on the ground and exit through the door surrounds the mansion in the north to move to a pile of compost, a small amount of land Use a shovel
to dig the key, enter the house through the front door and use the key to open the door with the skull inside, just enter it. 5.- Pressure sensor: go to the second floor, then to the south room and lift fish food, go to the first floor and in the room on the WEST you will find poison (poison), use poison with fish food, leave the house through the
door of the room to the east and see the fountain, use poisoned fish food in the fountain to kill the piranhas and be able to capture the pressure sensor. 6.- Go back to the professor, give him three subjects and make Ernest a man, Ernest will give you your reward. From the old-school RuneScape To Wiki's Old School RuneScape Wiki to
the default British convention for floor numbers: first floor, ground floor, etc. this can be changed by clicking the moon icon at the top right of the site. This short guide has an in-depth guide here. It contains a more detailed description of the dialogue, cutscenes, and storyline. Talk to Veronica. (1) Enter the manor. Collect the poison Room
south of the kitchen on the ground floor. Collect fish food on the 1st floor of the Dreynor manor in a ghost room, south of the stairs. Mix fish food and poison. Search the bookcase in the westernmost room of the first floor. Go down the stairs in Ava's room. Pull the A and B levers down. Enter Door 1. Pull the D lever down. Enter Door 1.
Pull the levers A, B up. Enter Doors 3, 4 and 5. Pull the E, F levers down. Enter Doors 6 and 7. Pull the C lever down. Enter Doors 7 and 6. Pull the E lever up. Enter the doors 6, 8, 3, 9 and pick up the oil can. Climb the stairs and pull the lever. Take a shovel in the Far East room on the first floor. Exiting the back door of the same room.
Circle around the back to the compost heap in the western part of the territory. Search the compost pile to get the key. Use poisoned fish food on the fountain in the southwest corner of the territory. Search the poisoned fountain to get a pressure sensor. Go back to the manor and pick up a rubber tube in the Skeleton room on the first
floor. Now climb the central staircase to the south of this room and then climb the spiral staircase again to the west of the stairs you have just climbed. Talk to Professor Oddenstein. Talk to him again to give him items. The quest is complete! Reward (edit source editing) 4 quest points 300 Coins Access to the killerwatt plane (members
only) Required to complete the edit edit source in: Free-to-play quests, beginner quests, quests, Ernest Chicken Share Old School RuneScape uses The British Convention for Floor Room: First Floor, Ground, etc. It summarizes briefly the steps needed to complete the quest. Details Talk to Veronica, south of the Dreynor manor at the
gate. Rookie Veronica is very worried. Her fiance went to a big creepy manor house to ask for directions. An hour later, and he's not out yet. Short ability to defend against level 22 Skeleton. Spade (can be obtained during the quest) 1 Fish food (you can get during the quest) 1 Poison (you can get during the quest) No step-by-step guide
Start a conversation with Veronica, standing near the yard of the Estate of Dreynor. She wants you to find her fiance, Ernest, who went to the estate an hour ago for help and hasn't come back yet. Enter the estate and climb the stairs. Climb the spiral staircase west and to the right of the previous staircase and talk to Professor
Oddenstein, who will explain that Ernest was turned into a chicken when he was helping to experiment with his pulemorphic machine. However, to change it back, the professor needs parts that were stolen and hidden by poltergeists in the estate. You have to help him find the pressure sensor, tube, and oil can, in any order you want. The
pressure sensor to get the pressure sensor, you will need fish food and poison. Fish food in a blue box; The box can be found on the 1st floor? in a room directly south of the spiral staircase used to reach Professor Oddenstein. To get the poison, you need to go to a small northwest room on the ground floor south of the cooking range.
Once you've got both items, use poison with fish food to create some poisoned fish food. Step outside the estate through the east door and pick up a shovel (which is necessary to get a rubber tube) to the west (left) of the exit inside the door; If you don't have it yet. Look for a fountain on the southwest corner of the estate. Use poisoned
fish food with a fountain to kill piranhas, and search the fountain to get the sensor. Rubber tube Rubber tube and skeleton. Look for compost on the west side of the territory. The compost heap is located north of Belladonna (Cave nightshade patch), just before a small patch of cabbage. Use a shovel (you can find in the southeast room on
the ground floor, or if you're a dick, have a leprechaun tool right next to the compost heap if you have one stored there) on the compost and you get the key. Return to the manor through the front entrance, and use the key with the door containing the room with the skeleton, and pick up a rubber tube. The room is right behind the stairs.
When you do this, the skeleton attacks you; You can kill the skeleton or just dodge its attacks and leave the room. Oil can go to the westernmost room on the ground floor. Search the bookcase on the left (west) side of the wall to gain access to the secret room. Look for the ladder that leads down and go down to the basement. There will
be doors and levers around you. Follow the steps below to get the oil can. Note: It is not possible to use Telekinetic Grab to pick up the oil can. Pull the A and B levers down. Enter Door 1. Pull the D lever down; Leave the C up. Enter Doors 2 and 3. Pull the A and B levers up. Enter doors 3, 4 and 5. Pull the E and F levers down. Enter
Doors 6 and 7. Pull the C lever down. Enter Doors 7 and 6. Pull the E lever up. Enter doors 6, 8 and 3. Note: The levers can be reset by leaving the room and returning. Finally, go through door 9. Take the oil can and leave the basement. Pull the lever on the east wall to get out of the secret room. Go to the top floor and talk to Professor
Oddenstein. Give him the items, and he'll fix his car, which will turn Ernest back into a man. Congratulations, the quest is complete! Rewards 4 quest points 300 Coins Access to killerwatt plane (member only) Required to complete free play quests Rookie quests quests Ernest Chicken Community content available according to unless
otherwise stated. Share RuneScape School uses the British Convention to read the floor: first floor, ground floor, etc. This is a short guide for Ernest Chicken.For a more in-depth version, click here. Details Talk to Veronica, south of the Dreynor manor at the gate. Rookie Veronica is very worried. Her fiance went to a big creepy manor
house to ask for directions. An hour later, and he's not out yet. Short protection from the skeleton of the 22nd level. A shovel (you can get during the quest). No step-by-step guide will talk to Veronica. (1) Enter the manor. Collect the poison from the room south of the kitchen on the ground floor? Collect fish food on the 1st floor of the
Dreynor manor in a ghost room, south of the stairs. Mix fish food and poison. Search the bookcase in the westernmost room on the first floor? Go down the stairs. Pull the A and B levers down. Enter Door 1. Pull the D lever down. Enter Door 1. Pull the levers A, B up. Enter Doors 3, 4 and 5. Pull the E, F levers down. Enter Doors 6 and 7.
Pull the C lever down. Enter Doors 7 and 6. Pull the E lever up. Enter the doors 6, 8, 3, 9 and pick up the oil can. Climb the stairs and pull the lever. Take a shovel in the Far East room on the ground floor Exiting from the back door of the same room. Circle around the back to the compost heap in the western part of the territory. Use a
shovel on the compost heap to get the key. Use poisoned fish food on the fountain in the southwest corner of the territory. Search the poisoned fountain to get a pressure sensor. Go back to the manor and pick up a rubber tube in the room with the skeleton on the first floor. Now climb the central staircase to the south of this room and then
climb the spiral staircase again to the west of the stairs you have just climbed. Talk to Professor Oddenstein. Talk to him again to give him items. The quest is complete! Free Quests Rookie quests Fast Guides Community Content quests are available according to CC-BY-SA unless stated otherwise. Noted.
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